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Abstract. Personal schedules allow workflow participants to improve
their performance of activity executions. Participants are no longer sur-
prised by the entries in their work-lists but receive advance information
about (potential) future activity assignments, allowing better possibili-
ties for work-planning. The personal schedule system is based on a prob-
abilistic workflow time management system using duration histograms.
A personal schedule collects future activity assignments together with
their probability and their timing requirements and allows to analyze
the workload of a participant and to support the scheduling of activi-
ties with the goal of reduced turn-around times and reduced number of
violations of temporal constraints.
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1 Introduction

In the execution of workflows, workflow participants are typically ”surprised” by
the activities they should perform, surprised in the sense that they find these
activities in their to-do-lists when these activities are ready, i.e. all preceding
activities are finished. Information about upcoming activities would be much
earlier available in the workflow system. For an example, when the first activity
of a sequence is ready, the succeeding activities will be ready soon. Current
workflow systems do not make use of this information and do not forward this
information to the participants depriving them of the possibility of planning
their work ahead. For administrative processes, in particular in settings where
workflow participants have dispositive competencies and have to manage their
schedules this strategy leads to suboptimal results. The main shortcomings are
the following:

– longer retention period of activities in work-lists before they are taken up
– longer turnaround time
– no workload balancing
– considerable number of deadline violations
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Reasons for this situation might be that workflow systems typically do not
compute schedules due to the partial knowledge they have about the execution
of their processes, the impossibility to know the actual flow at decision points
at process instantiation time and typical variance in the execution of individual
tasks. Nevertheless, several research proposals and prototypical implementations
(e.g. [5, 12, 2, 15]) propose improvements. The main idea of these efforts is to
make best use of the available information. The approach presented in this paper
follows these directions. We aim at improving the planning situation of workflow
participants by making them information about their future workload available
early and provide them with means for digesting and using this information.

For an improvement of the sketched planning situation we propose personal
schedules. A personal schedules contains not only the ”ready” activities but also
those which might become ready in near future. When in a workflow instance
the first activity is assigned to the work-list of a participant, the actors of all
the succeeding activities also receive information about task will be assigned to
them soon, together with the probability of the assignment and with temporal
characteristics and constraints.

Such information about future activity assignments might arrive at a partic-
ular participant from several workflow systems. In practice we find that people
are involved in workflows managed by different workflow systems and have ad-
ditional responsibility not supported by any workflow system. So general central
scheduling approaches like they have been developed an are used in produc-
tion management and ERP systems cannot not be used in such environments.
Personal schedules are primarily intended as a support structure for individ-
uals organizing the execution of their workload in time striving for improved
performance.

Our personal schedule approach is based on a probabilistic time management
system [4] which uses duration histograms to express the uncertainty of work-
flow time plans stemming from variations in activity durations and from the
unpredictability of control decisions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we introduce our
workflow model and all basic definitions used in the following, and we summa-
rize our probabilistic time management concept. In section 3 we show how to
compute probabilistic time plans for workflows. In section 4 we present the con-
cept of personal schedules, and in section 5 the algorithms for the computation
of personal schedules and their manipulation is covered. In section 6 we discuss
some applications and draw some conclusions.

2 Workflow Model and Time Histograms

2.1 Basic definitions and assumptions

We define a rather generic workflow model that we use in the rest of this paper
and introduce the Probabilistic Time Plan on base of a Probabilistic Timed Graph
as a structure for representing probabilistic information about the duration of
activities and processes.
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Fig. 1. Example workflow process schema

Essentially, a workflow is a collection of activities, and dependencies between
activities. Activities correspond to individual steps in a business process. Depen-
dencies determine the execution sequence of activities and the data flow between
them. Activities can be executed sequentially, in parallel (and-splits) or condi-
tional (or-splits). Consequently, a workflow can be represented by a directed
acyclic graph, where nodes correspond to activities and edges correspond to
dependencies between activities. Additionally the model contains the expected
duration for each activity and statistically weighted values for each conditional
branch, defined by administrator estimations or average values from past execu-
tions.

Figure 1 shows an example workflow schema. The 3 routes after B (and-
split) will be processed concurrently. The workflow continues with S (and-join)
not until M , G and R are finished. An example for a conditional execution is E.
In this case only one specific path after E (or-split) will be chosen, which results
in 2 different execution-routes from E to L (or-join) and 8 routes between E
and T . H will be executed after E in 9 out of 10 cases and O will be executed
after L in 4.8 out of 10 cases. Thus the probability that a workflow-instance will
execute the path from E via H and O to T is 0.9 · 0.48 = 0.432.

2.2 Time Histograms

To represent probabilistic values of possible start-times and end-times of work-
flows and (complex) activities we enhance the idea of Duration Histograms [4]
to Start Time Histograms and End Time Histograms which will subsequently be
merged into the Probabilistic Timed Graph.

Activities can have multiple start-times due to conditional branches depend-
ing on the execution path. To represent these non-scalar values we use time-
probability tuples. E.g., the path from A to E is sequential and unambigu-
ously determined, therefore E holds only one start-time tuple (1.0, 7) where the
second value specifies the start-time and the first value specifies the according
execution-probability. The start-time is calculated by adding the duration of
all predecessor-activities. The activity L can be reached on two routes (via H
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and via I) each with its own execution probability, thus L holds two different
start-time tuples {(0.1, 18), (0.9, 21)}.

For end-time calculations we conform to the ePERT-approach [17]. At first
we have to change our point of view on the workflow-process and start from
the last activity T , initialized with a given deadline δ, which can be given
or calculated from start-times. Furthermore we treat splits as joins and vice-
versa. E.g., the reverse-path from T to R is sequential and unambiguously
determined, therefore R holds only one end-time tuple (1.0, 43). The second
value specifies the end-time, which is calculated by subtracting the duration
of all successor-activities from an assumed deadline δ = 48. Activity L can be
reached on four routes (via N , O, P and Q), thus it has four end-times tuples
{(0.2, 25), (0.2, 25), (0.48, 34), (0.48, 39)}.

In our approach we do not need any knowledge about relations between tuples
and paths, thus it is possible to aggregate tuples with equal time-information by
adding their probability. For L that would be {(25, 0.4), (34, 0.48), (39, 0.48)}.

Since these distributions can be represented as histograms we call them Time
Histograms, which are formally defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Time Histogram) A time histogram H is a binary relation
with n rows (p, t) with probability p and time-information t.

A time histogram H is valid, if
∑n

i=1 pi = 1 for (pi, ti) ∈ H.
An extended time histogram T is a relation of n rows (pi, ci, ti), (probability

p, cumulated probability c, and time-information t), with
∑n

i=1 pi = 1, and ci =∑
tj≤ti

pj for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
A cumulated time histogram is the projection of an extended time histogram

on the cumulated probabilities and the time information.

When an activity may start is represented in a Start Time Histogram or
S-Histogram. The possible termination times in End Time Histograms or E-
Histograms The Probabilistic Timed Graph (see Figure 2) is be generated by
calculating the E-Histograms and L-Histograms of all activities.

2.3 Calculation of the Probabilistic Timed Graph

The calculation of the graph starts with the initialization of the start activities
S-Histogram with (1.0, 0). To determine the S-Histograms for all remaining ac-
tivities the forward-calculations specified below have to be applied depending
on the according control structures (sequence, conditional execution, parallel
execution).

Definition 2 (Sequential Execution) For two sequential activities B and C
we calculate the S-Histogram of the successor activity C as

SC = SB + dB = {(p, s + dB)|(p, s) ∈ B}
For the successors S-Histogram the predecessors duration d is added to each
start-time s of the predecessor. Examples for the calculation of sequences are
the activities B, D, E and T .
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Fig. 2. Probabilistic Timed Graph with S-Histograms and E-Histograms

Definition 3 (Conditional Execution) Let Bi be conditionally executed pre-
decessors for the or-join activity C and qi the according branching probabilities,
then the S-Histogram SC can be calculated as

SC = {(p ∗ qi, s + di)|(p, s) ∈
⋃

SBi}

Each tuple (p, s) of every predecessors S-Histogram is aggregated into the suc-
cessors S-histogram by adding the predecessors duration d to its start time s
and weighting its starting-probability p with the given branching factor qi. It is
easy to see that the sum of all probabilities of the resulting histogram is 1, and
thus it is a valid duration histogram. Examples are the activities L,M, and R
in Figure 2.

After and-splits all succeeding routes will be processed concurrently. To calcu-
late the S-Histogram for activities located after and-joins we define the following
operation.

Definition 4 (Parallel Execution) Let B1 and B2 be predecessors which are
executed in parallel before the and-join activity C, then the S-Histogram SC can
be calculated as

SC = {(pB1 ∗ pB2 ,max((sB1 + dB1), (sB2 + dB2)))|
∀(pB1 , sB1) ∈ SB1 ∧ ∀(pB2 , sB2) ∈ SB2}

This definition can be extended to sets of time histograms because of the opera-
tions associativity. An example calculation can be found in figure 3 where 2 par-
allel activities X and Y with SX = {(0.7, 6), (0.3, 9)}, SY = {(0.7, 6), (0.3, 9)},
dX = 6 and dY = 4 join in activity Z. Note that we calculate the successor
start-times from each predecessors start-time and duration s+d. Assuming that
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Fig. 3. Parallel execution of X and Y joining in Z

the concurrent activities are completely independent from each other, all possi-
ble end-time combinations have to be calculated whereas the greater end-time
and the product of the probabilities are chosen for the resulting S-Histogram.

Before starting the reverse-calculation it is necessary to initialize the E-
Histogram of the end-activity with (1.0, δ). δ is the workflows deadline, which
can be chosen freely or calculated as structural deadline δ = max(se|(p, s) ∈ SZ

where Z denotes the workflows last activity. As stated above we have to change
our point of view on the workflow-process, that means the calculation starts
from the last activity, splits are treated as joins and vice-versa. The calculation-
algorithms for S-Histograms (see definitions in section 2.3) must be modified
as follows: Calculate the E-Histograms of activities on base of their successors
(instead of predecessors). For sequences and conditionals subtract the successor
durations d from their end-times e (instead of adding to s). For parallel execution
calculate the predecessors end-times from the successor end-times and durations
as e− d (instead of their start-times s + d).

2.4 Additional issues on Time Histograms

For further issues in computations with time histograms we refer to [4], such
issues are representation and calculation of iterations, compression of time his-
tograms, checking the satisfiability of temporal constraints, and run-time assess-
ments of the temporal situation of workflow execution.

3 Time Plans

The Timed Graph is the basis for the calculation of Time Plans which contain
probabilistic information about execution intervals for activities. Time plans are
not comparable with machine scheduling plans, because a participant still has
the freedom of choice whether he/she executes a certain activity or not and
when he/she executes it. Time plans are intended for the support of predictive
personal scheduling issues by providing knowledge about upcoming activities
and possible future bottle-necks.

3.1 X-Values

There is still one essential information, that the timed graph does not provide
for personal scheduling: The probability that an activity will not be executed at
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all. That knowledge may be of no interest in an overall process view, but for a
participant who is supposed to execute an activity it is crucial. This information
is stored in the X-Value of each activity in the workflow.

Definition 5 (X-Value) Let xA be the X-Value of an activity A, such that xA

specifies the probability of not executing A.

The X-Value can be easily determined for every activity by linking its calculation
to the forward-calculation of the E-Histograms (see definitions in section 2.3):

– Initialization of first activity with XFirstActiviy = 0
– Sequences: XC = XB

– Conditional Execution: XC = 1−∑
(XBi

)
– Parallel Execution: XC = XB1 = XB2

3.2 Calculation of Time Plans

A time plan that holds all possible execution-intervals for an activity is defined
as follows:

Definition 6 (Time Plan) The Time Plan TA on an activity A is a set of
tuples PA = (p, s, e) where

TA = {(cS ∗ cE ∗ (1− xA) + xA, s, e)|(cS , s) ∈ SA ∧ (cL, e) ∈ EA}
Note that we used cumulated S-Histograms and cumulated E-Histograms in this
definition, which can be determined easily as stated in definition 1. Basically we
create the cartesian product of the S-Histogram and the E-Histogram weighted
by the activities X-Value. It provides information about the probability that no
time-constrained is violated (deadline) when executing the activity in a certain
time-interval. Figure 4 shows our example workflow with calculated time-plans
for all activities. In this example each activity holds a tuple with probability p =
1.0, which means that an execution of the particular activity without constraint-
violation is possible in the according time-interval.

Definition 7 (Safe Interval) A Time Plan TA of an activity A is safe if

∃(p, s, e) ∈ TA|p = 1.0

and (s,e) is called the Safe Interval of A.

Taking a closer look on the time plan of activity H, the following conclusions
can be drawn:

– H will not start before 12.
– In the Safe Interval between 12 and 21 execution without violating any time-

constraints is possible.
– In time interval 12 to 30 there exists an 86.4%-chance that an execution

without violating any time-constraints is possible.
– In time interval 12 to 35 there exists an 51.4%-chance that an execution

without violating any time-constraints is possible.
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4 Definition of Personal Schedules

Based on time plans one can calculate future workloads for participants in terms
of personal schedules. We emphasize that these personal schedules are used for
workload prediction only and not for providing directives to the participants.
In particular future temporal bottlenecks and upcoming violations of time con-
straints should be detect as early as possible.

We assume that each workflow participant is responsible for executing ac-
tivities from different workflows and different workflow instances. Therefore a
number of instance activities including time plans is given for each participant,
enabling future workload calculations for this participant. Such workload calcu-
lations are represented as personal schedules formally defined as follows:

Definition 8 (Personal Schedule) A personal schedule PSρ of participant ρ
is defined as a relation (v, p, s, e) with (p, s, e) ∈ Tv and:

v. . . activity that participant ρ must work off
Tv. . . time plan of activity v
p. . . probability to meet execution of v in (s, e)
s. . . planned start time of activity v
e. . . planned end time of activity v

(e = s + d, d . . .execution time of activity v)

A personal schedule represents a possible execution plan (schedule) for a
participant containing all his known future tasks. For each activity the personal
schedule contains a planned execution interval and the corresponding probability
to meet execution within this interval from the time plan. It is obvious that a
personal schedule is not an optimized plan but only one possible execution order
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used for workload calculations. Since we are working on administrative work-
flows, the real execution order is always up to the participant himself. Nonethe-
less we envision a situation where personal schedules support participants in
choosing a most efficient execution order in the context of the whole workflow.

As mentioned above we calculate execution plans for participants and assume
that activities are not executed in parallel. Therefore the planned execution
intervals of a personal schedule must not overlap:

Definition 9 (Non-overlapping) A personal schedule PSρ is non-overlapping
if ∀(v, p, s, e) ∈ PSρ the interval (s, e) is not overlapping with other intervals
from PSρ.

With the help of personal schedules, the most probable as well as the mini-
mum and maximum future workload can be determined in advance.

As personal schedules predict future workload using probabilities, we are
faced with uncertainties and estimations. In contrast to production planning
systems, the purpose here, is not to find the optimal plan. Moreover in this
context this would lead to a schedule algorithm which is known to be np-hard
[1]. We therefore reduce complexity by using earliest deadline first strategy. That
means we are planning activities gradually starting with the activity having the
earliest deadline and so on.

5 Calculation of personal schedules for workflows

Having time plans for all future activities of a participant enables one to make
some predictions about the worklist behavior of this participant in near future.
We calculate personal schedules as a simulation of the activities that will be
added to the worklist of a participant. This way potential overload can be de-
tected and the probability for this overload occurring can be determined as well.
In this section we show how to calculate personal schedules and how these cal-
culations can be interpreted. To illustrate the steps of the algorithm a running
example is used. Figure 5 shows some exemplary activities that participant ’M’
must execute and for which the personal schedule calculation will be shown.

For each activity the time plan contains a safe interval, in which the execution
is aimed at. The safe interval of an activity is that period of the time plan of the
activity, for which the probability is p = 1.0 (see definition 7 above). Therefore
the safe intervals for the activities of the example are:

– safe interval of A = (4, 10),
– safe interval of B = (8, 20),
– safe interval of C = (18, 30).

On the basis of this example we show how a personal schedule is calculated
activity by activity. The goal is, to find a possible execution sequence of these
instance activities without overlaps. If no such execution sequence can be found,
a temporal restriction violation is expected due to the overloading of participant
’M’.
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At the beginning of the computation an empty personal schedule is initial-
ized. The instance activities are inserted ordered ascending by their L-values
(earliest deadline first). The individual activities are now inserted into the per-
sonal schedule. It is tried to find a execution period in the time plan of the
current activity so that there is no overlap with the past activities in the per-
sonal schedule. The execution periods for all activities should lie within their safe
intervals, since otherwise an execution of the workflow instance without tempo-
ral constraint violation cannot be guaranteed. If no non-overlapping execution
period in the safe interval can be determined for an activity, the probability, with
which the entire personal schedule can be held nevertheless will be computed.
This value is important for decisions about the continuation of the workflows.

The pseudocode for personal schedule calculation is now shown followed by
a description of the calculation for our example:

Input V set of activities including time plans

type normal, min or max personal schedule

period for min or max personal schedule

Out personal schedule

FUNCTION calculatePersonalSchedule()

BEGIN

V.sort() //sort activities by their deadlines

PS := ∅
noPlanFound = FALSE

FOR every (v ∈ V) AND WHILE (NOT noPlanFound)

bestPlan := ∅
bestPeriodFound = FALSE

v.timePlan.sort() //sort time plan entries descending by probabilities

FOR every (period ∈ v.timePlan) AND WHILE (NOT bestPeriodFound)

IF (period.startTime = ’x’) THEN
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//X-Value, activity is planned to be not executed

bestPlan.weigth(period.getProbability())

bestPeriodFound = TRUE

ELSE

//find non-overlapping time interval in period

newPeriod := getFreePeriod(PS, period, v.executionTime)

newPeriod.probability = period.getProbability()

//if period is safe

IF (newPeriod.getProbability() = 1.0) THEN

check constraints for minimized or maximized personal schedule

bestPlan.add(a, newPeriod)

bestPeriodFound = TRUE

//if period is overlapping with other intervals

ELSE IF (newPeriod.getProbability() = 0.0) THEN

newPeriod.endTime := period.endTime

newPeriod.startTime := newPeriod.endTime - v.executionTime

//try to shift conflicting activities

newPlan := freePeriod(bestPlan, newPeriod)

IF (newPlan 6= ?) THEN

bestPlan := newPlan

bestPlan.add(a, freePeriod)

END-IF

//if period is not safe but non-overlapping

ELSE

newPlan = PS

newPlan.add(a, newPeriod)

IF (newPlan.getProbability() > bestPlan.getProbability()) THEN

bestPlan := newPlan

ELSE

bestPeriodFound = TRUE

END-IF

END-IF

END-IF

END-FOR

IF (bestPeriodFound = FALSE) THEN

noPlanFound = TRUE

ELSE

PS := bestPlan

END-IF

END-FOR

RETURN PS

END

function getFreePeriod()

Returns a time interval of the specified length that lies within the

specified period, if such an interval exists without overlapping with

other intervals of the specified personal schedule.

function freePeriod()

Returns a new personal schedule containing all activities of the specified
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personal schedule. In the new personal schedule the execution times of all

are shifted, so that their is no overlapping with the specified period.

In detail the determination of a valid start time is processed as follows. For
each activity the earliest possible time in the safe interval is selected as start
time first. Since the first activity A from the example is the first one inserted to
the personal schedule there is obviously no overlapping. The execution of A is
thus planned at the beginning of the earliest interval: (4, 10). However if there
are any overlaps with other periods in the personal schedule, the earliest start
time in the safe interval without overlaps is determined. For activity B this case
occurred and so its execution is planned at (10, 20).

If no non-overlapping execution period was found in the safe interval by shift-
ing, the resulting personal schedule cannot be guaranteed any more. That means
violation of time restriction may occur. In that case the probability with which
the personal schedule can be met nevertheless, is determined. As previously men-
tioned it is sufficient for the computation of a personal schedule to pursue an
earliest deadline first strategy. No non-overlapping execution period was found
for activity C in our example. So we try to determine an optimal schedule by
shifting the current activity or by shifting the overlapping predecessor activities.

The current activity can be shifted thereby only toward the deadline, since
bringing the start of this activity forward is not possible because of the over-
lapping activity. On the other hand the temporal conflict can be dissolved by
starting the conflicting activity earlier. This is shown in our example where the
start time of activity C cannot be protracted to resolve the conflict and so the
predecessor activity must be moved to an earlier starting times. This is recur-
sively accomplished, until an execution plan without overlaps will be found. If re-
cursive shifting of the predecessor activities does not result in a non-overlapping
execution plan, then the entire personal schedule computation is broken off. In
this case a successful treatment of the activities of this participant is not possible
and escalation decisions should be made urgently.
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5.1 Admissibility of a personal schedule

As we have shown how to calculate a personal schedule, we are now interested in
how to interpret the personal schedule and how to provide helpful information
for participants as well as for workflow designers.

It is of interest whether a personal schedule is safe, that is, if all its activities
can be executed in the planned interval without restrictions. Restrictions arise
because the activity is not yet available at the planned start time or because
the planned end of the activity leads to deadline violations. The admissibility of
a personal schedule is defined as the probability, with which no time constraint
violations occur if all activities are executed in their planned periods.

Definition 10 (Admissibility of a personal schedule) Let PS be a personal
schedule and let pi be the probabilities of the activities vi of PS. The admissibil-
ity of PS is defined as ζ =

∏
pi|(vi, pi, ei, si) ∈ PS and 0 ≤ ζ ≤ 1. A personal

schedule is safe, iff ζ = 1.0.

For the exemplary personal schedule from the previous section the admis-
sibility can be calculated as: ζ = 0.9 ∗ 1.0 ∗ 1.0 = 0.9. That means with an
admissibility of 90% this personal schedule can be met or in other words that
with an admissibility of 10% some time constraint violations will occur making
escalation decisions necessary.

5.2 Workload of a personal schedule

Another statement which can be made from the computed personal schedules
refers to the workload of participants in certain time intervals. Having a personal
schedule the question about the expected workload in one period, i.e., on one
day, in one week or in any time interval, can be answered. The workload of a
participant within any period can be determined from the overlap of the desired
period with all activity entries of the personal schedule. Formally the workload
of a personal schedule is defined as follows:

Definition 11 (Workload of a personal schedule) Let PSρ be the personal
schedule of participant ρ. The workload of the personal schedule within a period
γ = (s, e) is defined as:

η =
∑

overlap(γ, (si, ei))|(vi, pi, si, ei) ∈ PSρ

overlap((s1, e1), (s2, s2)) = max(min(e1, e2)−max(s1, s2), 0) returns the overlap
between two time intervals.

For our exemplary personal schedule the workload for i.e., period (0, 7)
(which may stand for next week) may be determined as:

η(0,7) = overlap((0, 7), (2, 8)) + overlap((0, 7), (8, 18)) +
overlap((0, 7), (18, 30)) = 6 + 0 + 0 = 6.
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That means that participant ρ, for whom the personal schedule was provided is
busy in the next week at 6, out of 7, days with activities from the workflows.
If the granulation for the workload calculation is reduced, it can be stated that
the free period falls on the first day (between TU 0 and 1).

5.3 Minimized personal schedule

A minimized personal schedule represents a variant of the original personal
schedule, in which one tries to shift as much activities as possible out of a certain
period without violating time restrictions. This computation is obviously only
practically based on safe personal schedules, since otherwise the minimum work-
load is anyhow larger than the available time. One should already have interfered
correctively.

By shifting activities out of a period, one receives the minimum load for a
participant from the workflow in this period and thus a good basis for various
planning decisions (i.e., accept additional orders, vacation planning, . . . ). The
computation of a minimized personal schedule is made similar to the original
personal schedule calculation. An additional constraint is added: Try to move
all activities, whose planned execution time overlaps with the given minimized
period, out of this period. Shifting the activities may only take place within their
safe interval.

5.4 Maximized personal schedule

A maximized personal schedule represents another variant of the original per-
sonal schedule, in which one tries to shift as much activities as possible in a cer-
tain period without violating time restrictions. The determination of maximized
personal schedules makes sense in order to avoid i.e., unbalanced workloads. It
is to be considered however that by shifting the activities the execution of these
activities is unnecessarily delayed. Buffer time is lost and cannot be used by
following activities if time exceeding occurs.

6 Applications and Conclusions

In the previous sections we introduced time plans and personal schedules. Finally
we want to describe some application to demonstrate how these information can
be used in workflow systems.

– Provide early information about future activities for participants: At the
start of an instance the participants (persons) can already be informed about
their future tasks since this information is contained in the computed time
plans.

– Recognize delays because of overload: The admissibility of a personal sched-
ule is limited due to the overloading of the participants. If this admissibility
of the personal schedule is observed, then delays in the instances can be
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promptly recognized. Moreover by watching the individual personal sched-
ules of the participants over a certain period also bottlenecks can be identi-
fied.

– The admissibility of a personal schedule gives information about the prob-
ability with which a successful execution of the instances the participant is
involved in is possible. This value can be linked with threshold values, in
order to be able to accomplish automatic control of the current instances. It
could be specified that i.e., if the admissibility of a workflow instance falls
below 95%, a warning is triggered. For critical workflows the value could
also be set conservatively to 100%. Further a second value (i.e., 80%) could
be specified causing an error alarm to occur if the admissibility of the per-
sonal schedule falls below this threshold. Such a model is called traffic light
model (see [5]) since different states are assigned to each workflow instance
according to its admissibility: green, yellow, red.

– Determine overloaded and idle participants: If future workload of partici-
pants is computed and evaluated for certain periods (i.e., workload in the
next week, workload in the next months, . . . ), then it is easy to recognize
whether certain participants will be overloaded or will have idle time left.
This way the basis for controlling interferences is given. It shouldn’t be ig-
nored that these mechanisms could also be used to determine and control
efficiency of employees.

– Before the start of a new workflow instance a personal schedules can be
calculated to check if the new instance will lead to some constraint violations
due to capacity bottlenecks. If the personal schedule is safe, then the instance
can be started without any problems. Otherwise it should be considered
whether measures have to be taken, in order to ensure a successful execution
of all instances, or if a delay of the new instance is necessary. It may be
useful to embed the computation and analysis of personal schedules into a
system for scenario planning.

– Early warning systems and scenario planning: Future bottlenecks and time
exceeding should be recognized as early as possible. An early warning system
for workflow systems can be established with the help of personal schedules.
Therefore, before the start of each new instance, personal schedules for all
participants of the workflows are computed. With the help of the computa-
tion of admissibility the probability for successful execution can be already
given to the new instance before the start. Due to this value one can decide,
whether the instance is started at all or whether it proves as favorable to
delay the execution of the instance or use perhaps additional resources.

The introduction of personal schedules has the aim to make information
about workflow execution available for the participants as early as possible.
The integration of personal schedules into personal digital assistants, and work-
list managers, as well as feedback from personal schedulers to workflow time
managers are subject of ongoing research.
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